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Abstract 

 

Human cognitive function decreases with aging thereby increasing the risk of fall. A fall 

can cause severe injury, long hospitalization time, and often affects an individual's 

quality of life. Fall data obtained from a nursing home in New Brunswick shows that 50% 

of fall incidents happen during night sleep. In this thesis, a fall detection and prediction 

system is developed in which sleep brain activity is captured and analyzed in real time. A 

fall classification method for the brain signals captured as Electroencephalography is 

developed using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Time-Frequency Kernels. In this 

fall-prediction system, a patient wears a hat with a light weight wireless biosensor device 

to capture EEG signals, and then sent wirelessly to a back-end server for real-time 

analysis of the data sets. Over the supervised training period, the server gets enough data 

from a subject and starts to learn the threshold value between normal and abnormal EEG 

for the subject. When the system is trained with signature data,  it gives more accurate 

detection result. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Motivation 

 

Falls among the elderly cause serious injury; they often lead to impaired mobility which 

further complicates the healing and recovery process. Some factors such as inadequate 

amount of oxygen and necessary nutrient supply to the brain can increase the risk of falls. 

The study in [1, 2] shows that fall-related injuries are the most common cause of 

accidental death in those over the age of 65, resulting in approximately 47.9 percent of 

deaths among the unintentional injuries per year. The findings in [3] show that almost 61 

percent (8 out of 13) of the studied patients experienced recurrent episodes of nocturnal 

fall. Overall, fall incidents are a growing public health problem among the elderly 

population.  

 

The consequences and side effects of falls are costly. Fall-related injuries account for up to 

15 percent of rehospitalisations in the first month after discharge from hospital [4]. Based on 

data from the year 2000 [5], estimated total medical costs in US for people over the age of 65 

exceeded $19 billion: $0.2 billion for fatal falls and $19 billion for nonfatal falls. By 2020, 

the annual direct and indirect cost of fall injuries is expected to reach $54.9 billion [6]. 

For these reasons, the prevention of falls among the elderly is vital; it can prevent 

significant decline in function and dependency, improve quality of life, and reduce the 

associated healthcare costs and complications.  
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A few factors have been implied to be the causes of falls and injuries; to date, however, 

no definitive predictor profile has been developed [7]. With the study of passive 

monitoring, the goal of this thesis is to study brain activity captured in the form of 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals in real-time for early detection, prevention and 

prediction of fall incidents.  

 

1.1 The use of wearable sensors 

 

Passive monitoring systems such as surveillance cameras or infrared sensors are widely 

used in healthcare centers and hospitals. When people interact with the environment, 

cameras or sensors are triggered, and the system is able to recognize an abnormal activity, 

such as a fall. This type of system has many attributes such as dynamic monitoring, 

zooming, picture capturing, and the equipment is often durable. However, there are many 

limitations with this approach: it requires installation time; has limited coverage 

capability (only where there are cameras or sensors); a large amount of redundant data is 

collected and incidents are often missed; it cannot feel what a patient feels; and it does 

not know that a patient may already have lost consciousness during sleep. These 

monitoring systems also compromise a patient’s privacy.  

 

Compared to passive monitoring systems, the use of wearable and active sensors provides 

better monitoring ability [8]. They enable mobility and therefore ensure unobtrusive and 

continuous monitoring. With wearable biosensors, brain signals are captured, transmitted 

via wireless links to a server and analyzed immediately. This approach provides many 
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advantages such as reduced installation effort (time and cost) and improved coverage 

capability. In addition, a wearable device is able to filter redundant data on the sensor 

node so as to provide only useful information to the server. 

 

1.2 The Objectives of the Thesis 

 

The objective of this thesis is to develop an EEG signals-based sleep monitoring and 

warning system. This system captures and analyzes sleep EEG signals in real time and 

compares the incoming data with preceding potential emergency events (threshold EEG 

value of falls captured during sleep) in order to predict anomalous incidents such as falls 

quickly and accurately.  

 

Sleep EEG data was collected from healthy individuals in our Fall study lab at UNB 

Saint John and from the elderly people living in a local nursing care center using the 

Enobio® sensors. The Enobio® biosensor device, Matlab application and Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) algorithm are the core hardware and software components of this system.  

 

 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

 

Chapter 2 will provide some background information on sleep EEG, brainwaves and 

sleep patterns, a brainwave signal acquisition module and the system developed from this 

study. Chapter 3 will describe previous work in the field and the theory that the current 
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work is based upon. Chapter 4 will describes the sleep study and EEG Signal data 

collection. This chapter also explains EEG signal decomposition and classification. 

Chapter 5 gives the overall implementation of the EEG signals analysis of sleep fall data ; 

in addition, a group of test scenarios and the associated results are given as well. In the 

last chapter, conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented. 
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Chapter 2  

Sleep Fall Monitoring 

 

Sleep EEG has a well-organized and consistent structure and hence can be a valuable 

instrument for investigating fall study during sleep. The abnormality in brain function can be 

observed by changes in sleep patterns and brain signals in EEG recordings. In this study, 

EEGs are captured through different sleep stages from different age groups, to determine 

threshold values for fall-like events, which are useful to build intelligence in non-invasive 

wireless monitoring systems. 

 

2.1 Human Brainwaves 

 

The human brain is an electrochemical organ; its electrical activities along the scalp are 

recorded as EEG. EEG measures voltage amplitude resulting from ionic flow of current 

within the neurons of the brain. The EEG is typically described in terms of rhythmic 

activity. The rhythmic activity is divided into different wave patterns by frequency: 

gamma, beta, alpha, theta, and delta; these patterns range from the most activity to the 

least activity. Figure 2.1 shows the beta, alpha, theta, and delta wave patterns. The 

gamma wave is not discussed here. 
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Figure 2.1 Brainwaves 

Beta waves range from 12 to 30 Hz. They have the highest frequency and lowest 

amplitude among all of the brainwaves patterns. These waves represent a strongly 

engaged mind. When a person focuses on doing something, for example, listens to a 

mathematics lecture or argues with someone, the person’s brain generates beta waves.  

 

Alpha waves range from 8 to 12 Hz. If beta represents a wakeful state, then alpha 

represents a relaxed state. Alpha waves have higher amplitude and lower frequency 

compared to beta waves. A person who has completed a task and takes a break can be in 

alpha state. Another example is when a person sits on an arm chair and listens to a 

classical music, he/she may be in an alpha state.  

 

Theta waves range from 4 to 7 Hz. They show even higher amplitude and slower 

frequency than alpha waves.  For example,  a person who is driving on a highway for a 
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while and feels bored and sleepy is often in a theta state. Studies show that when 

individuals are in a theta state, they appear to have more inspiration. This is the best state 

for a person to have creative ideas.  

 

Delta waves range from 0.4 to 3 Hz and represent the highest amplitude with the lowest 

frequency. They are usually associated with the deepest stages of sleep. Delta waves 

appear in stage 3 sleep and become the dominant spectral activity in stage 4. The waves 

often come with another EEG characteristic, K-complex. The K-complex and sleep 

stages are described in section 2.2. 

 

EEG frequency never goes down to zero. However, it can reach very low frequencies, 

less than 1 Hz, while a person is in deep dreamless sleep.  

 

EEG signals provide important information for researchers to diagnose brain function 

issues. Understanding of the EEG signal potentials and their threshold values for 

anomalous activity for a movement of a subject's body during sleep is crucial; therefore, 

the monitoring system needs to analyze sleep EEG signals.  

 

2.2 Sleep EEG 

 

Sleep has a well-organized and consistent structure. In general, when people sleep, there  

are sleep cycles between theta and delta waves, and a cycle takes approximately 90 

minutes. When delta-wave amplitude decreases to the amplitude of theta waves, dreams 
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and rapid-eye-movements (REM) take place. REM is  a well studied phenomenon. Figure 

2.2 shows the wave pattern of different sleep stages. In the figure, there are two 

characteristic features identified in Stage 2: spindles and K-complexes. They occur 

spontaneously, and a K-complex is usually followed by bursts of sleep spindles [16]. The 

K-complex is the "largest event in healthy human EEG"[16] and it occurs more 

frequently in the first sleep cycles. It responds to outside stimuli such as touch or sound 

and inside stimuli such as inspiratory interruptions. Sleep spindles occur in periods where 

the brain is trying to keep the sleeper in a tranquil state. This period of sleep is considered 

as 'light' sleep and takes up half of the sleep period. The EEG signal captured during the 

REM stage also produces important information such as REM atonia (an almost complete 

paralysis of the body) that is useful for us to monitor or detect upcoming crisis, such as a 

fall. From 1 to 13 Hz is the main zone to derive threshold values that could be used to 

detect anomalous  brain activity leading to falls during sleep [20]. 
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2.3 Wireless Physiological Signal Acquisition Module 

 

There are different channels used as EEG capturing points located on a human’s scalp. 

These channels have been classified into the locations defined in the International 10-20 

system [21]. An electrode sensor is placed on each location designated as a channel to get 

its EEG signal data as shown in Figure 2.3; these data are further recorded in a text file 

which can be read, analyzed, and classified by some measurement systems. Since our 

study is focused on only body motion, EEG recording is taken only from the frontal lobe 

(F7, FP1, FP2, and F8) of the brain as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 EEG Channel Map 
 

 
 
2.4 Enobio EEG Receiver and its Application 
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Enobio® is wearable, and consists of a wireless electro-physiology sensor system for 

recording EEG, ECG and EOG signals. The system uses Enobio® biosensors to capture, 

process, and deliver the EEG signals to a computer node. The delivered EEG signal 

values are either saved as a simple ASCII or European Data Format (EDF) compatible 

data file. In addition, the digital data can be streamed over TCP/IP network connection to 

a server. In Figure 2.3, a 20 channel allocation scheme displays the positions of sensors 

for signals captured from the entire human scalp; however, the Enobio® system we used 

uses only 4 channels for signal capturing. They are F7, FP1, FP2 and F8 locations which 

are located on the forehead as shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.4 Enobio Device 
 

The Enobio® device comes with software especially designed for it that helps users make 

the most of their EEG data stream. The software includes a User-friendly Interface (UI) 

that makes it very easy to monitor and analyze EEG. The following Figure 2.5 

demonstrates the UI of this software. 
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Figure 2.5 Enobio Application: main interface 

 

Figure 2.5 shows the main interface of the software. The interface is divided by three 

parts: Control Panel, TCP, and File Writer. On the control panel, when an EEG 

monitoring is in progress, the USB receiver and the channels will be highlighted in green. 

Since the Enobio device comes with 4 channels, the Figure 2.5 shows three of them (1, 2, 

and 3) highlighted in green, and one (4) highlighted in yellow. Green denotes normal 

recording and yellow denotes calibration (it usually happens at the beginning of 

reading/receiving EEG signals and between every interruption) stage. The TCP part is 

used only when the software driver makes itself connect to a server so that other 

machines are also able to get the EEG data through TCP/IP connection from the server. 

The File Write part gives the users control on recording the EEG data and naming the file. 

 

Figure 2.6 shows the graphs of the brainwaves captured from a test subject in our lab 

during a sleep monitoring session. The first three channels are showing brainwaves, and 

the fourth channel is switched off due to malfunction of the sensor. 
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Figure 2.6 Enobio application: graphs of brainwaves 

 

2.5 EEG Lab 

 

EEGLAB is an interactive Matlab toolbox for processing continuous and event-related 

EEG and other electrophysiological data, by incorporating independent component 

analysis (ICA), time/frequency analysis, artifact rejection, event-related statistics, and 

several useful modes of visualization of the averaged and single trial data. EEGLAB 

provides many functions such as graphic user interface, multi format data importing 

( EDF format is chosen for this project), high-density data scrolling, defined EEG data 

structure, open-source plug-in facility, and ICA & time/frequency transforms. The 

EEGLAB graphic interface shown in Figure 2.7 uses powerful Matlab scripting language. 
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EEGLAB is only used for different visualization purposes in this project and not used for 

the analysis part. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 EEGLAB Interface 

 

Through EEGLAB, it is possible to visualize EEG data and reject portions (bad data) of 

continuous data. The following figure (Figure 2.8) shows the plot of scrolling EEG data 

from one of our sleeping test subjects. Three channels (Fp1, Fp2, and F7) were used for 

this EEG recording.  
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Figure 2.8 Scrolling Data 

 

EEGLAB also supplies a function of channel spectra and maps, which aids in 

understanding which portion of the scalp produces what kind of frequencies during the 

recording process. The following figure (Figure 2.9) shows the window of this function. 

The data is from the above subject as well. Each colored trace represents the spectrum of 

the activity of one data channel. The leftmost scalp map shows the scalp distribution of 

power (micro-volts) at 6 Hz, which in this data is concentrated on the frontal midline. 

The other scalp maps indicate the distribution of power at 10Hz and 22 Hz. Each of three 

scalp maps points out its power spectral density against its frequency. From the left to the 

right scalp maps, the power spectrum densities decrease along with increase of 

frequencies. 
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Figure 2.9 Channel Spectra and Maps 

 

2.6 The Proposed Fall Monitoring System 

 

The thesis proposes three stages of processing to reach the end result. In sequence, they 

are: physiological signal acquisition and wireless transmission of the captured signals, 

filtering, and data mining as shown in Figure 2.10. 

 

First, the EEG signal will be captured as micro-volt data by the Enobio® System and sent 

wirelessly to a server which hosts a real time EEG data classification application. The 

Enobio® devices includes light-weight head gear with four biosensor nodes connected to 

a wireless transmitter tied to the head gear, and communicates with a USB receiver in a 

computer through a TCP socket in real-time which runs software to receive and process 
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EEG data. The software reads, writes, and plots the EEG signals; the signals are 

presented in micro-volts and can be imported to other servers too.  

 

Figure 2.10 Proposed Fall Monitoring System 

 

In the second stage, the imported EEG data will be filtered by an algorithm 

(zeroSignalRemoval.java) to remove any incorrect data, and then processed again by 
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another algorithm (processFinalEEGFile.java) to generate final data that is ready for the 

next stage. 

. 

Finally, SVM is used to classify EEG potential values. Matlab was chosen as a platform 

for EEG single analysis and classification since Matlab offers a variety of real-time data 

acquisition tools and built-in functions for SVM classification. The Figure 2.11 shows an 

example of a result from SVM classification implemented in Matlab. The red and green 

points in the Figure 2.11 represent the data sample; the points surrounded by circles are 

also from the data sample and represent the points which are on the margin and used to 

identify the hyperplane. SVM and its implementation in Matlab for this thesis are 

described in the next section and chapter 5. Here, the SVM is used through Matlab 

toolbox for demonstration of its capabilities in EEG signal analysis, but it may be 

changed to other applications in the future. 

 
 

Figure 2.11 SVM classifications in Matlab 
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2.7 About SVM 

 

SVM is proposed by Vapnik et al. [9] based on the Structural Risk Minimization 

principle [17] from statistical learning theory. SVM is a "supervised learning model with 

associated learning algorithms that analyze data and recognize patterns" [22]. It 

constructs a hyperplane that separates two classes of data in high dimensional space 

while maximizing the margin between them. SVM can be used for classification and 

regression analysis.  

 

A short description of SVM is given here: let T n  be set of n labeled data points (vector) 

in an m-dimensional hyper space:  

 T n  = {(x 1  , y 1 ), ...,(x i  , y i )…,(x n  , y n )) | x∈ mR  , y∈{-1,1}} n
i 1=  

 where x is a m-dimensional data point space which contains features describing data 

point i, and y i  is the label space for that data point and indicates the label space to which 

the point x i  belongs. For example, in this thesis, to indicate fall signals, y i  is either 1 (fall) 

or -1 (not fall) depending on the EEG signals values. Therefore, the training EEG data set 

can be written as follows: 

  x = {(x 1 ,y 1 ), (x 2  , y 2 ),( x 3  , y 3 ),...,( x n  , y n )}, 

 x i ∈
mR , y i ∈{1,-1}  

The purpose of training EEG data set is to have SVM look for the optimal hyperplane 

separation between the two labeled space such that data points from one side are labeled 
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as y i = 1 and the points from the other side are labeled as y i = -1. The optimal hyperplane 

should be able to maximize the margin between the label spaces' closet points (Figure 

2.12). The data samples (X1 and X2) on the margin are called support vectors; they 

dictate the position of the optimal hyperplane separation.  

 

 

Figure 2.12 SVM 
 

The optimal hyperplane can be written as the set of data points X satisfying 

w ⋅ x - b = 0, 
 

where  denotes the dot product and w denotes the vector to the hyperplane. b is the 

threshold, and the weight vector w is the normal vector to the separating hyperplane. If 

the training data sets are linearly separable, it satisfies the following constraints: 

 

x i · w + b ≥ +1 for y i = +1    

x i · w + b ≤  -1 for y i = -1     
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These equations can be converted to one set of inequalities: 

 

y i  (x i  · w + b) – 1 ≥ 0  for all i = 1,…, n. 

 

Now assume the hyperplanes passing through those support vectors. The hyperplanes for 

the label spaces' closest points can be formulated as w · x + b = 1 on one side and w · x + 

b = -1 for the other side. Suppose x1 and x2 are two vectors on these hyperplanes (Figure 

2.12). We can conclude that w · (x1 – x2) = 2 because w · x1 + b = 1 and w · x2 + b = -1. 

The distance between the margin of two hyperplanes is calculated by projecting (x1 – x2) 

onto the separating hyperplane normal vector w/||w||, which gives (x1 – x2) · w/||w||  = 

2/||w||. As half the distance, the margin equals to 1/||w||.  

 

Because the algorithm of the SVM looks for the largest margin while separating 

hyperplanes, maximizing the margin is equivalent to minimizing ||w|| subject to yi (xi · w 

+ b) – 1 ≥ 0. However, the problem of finding a optimal hyperplane is hard to solve 

because ||w|| involves a square root. By substituting ||w|| with 1
2
||w||2, the problem can be 

transformed to the following form without changing the solution: 

 

Minimizing 1
2
||w||2       

Subject to y i  (xi · w + b) – 1 ≥ 0  for all i = 1,…, n. 

 

A literature review of different approaches to fall monitoring along with performance 

comparisons are presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3  

Related Work 

 

Fall detection for the elderly population has been an active research topic due to 

increased demand and the potential market for the healthcare industry. Some systems are 

studied here. Depending on the type of device and how it is used, the methods of fall 

detection can be classified as Ambient, Camera and Wearable devices [15], explained 

briefly in the following section. 

 

3.1 Classification of devices used in fall study 

 

     1) Ambience devices, can be further divided into presence detecting devices and 

posture detecting devices. Multiple pressure sensors are installed to detect the presence of 

a user. These sensors are often installed on the floor, underneath the bed and close to the 

walls. The data from these sensors are then collected to determine if a fall has happened. 

Ambience devices are cheap and non-intrusive; however, installation requires time and 

money and there is limited detection space. 

 

     2) Camera devices, depending on their analytic usage, can further be divided into 

devices for: body shape change analysis, inactivity detection and 3D head motion 

analysis. Each class uses its own algorithm to acquire data such as: a) inactivity detection 

to verify the inactive period after a fall was detected; b) Body shape change to determine 
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the posture changes during a fall; and c) 3D head motion to check the different speed of 

head movements between different head movement directions. 

 

The advantage of these approaches is to be able to detect multiple events simultaneously, 

create less intrusive methods, and have easier remote verification of recorded data. The 

disadvantage is installation expenditure and privacy concerns. In addition, the monitoring 

is also limited to spaces equipped with cameras.  

 

     3) Wearable devices, can further be divided into posture devices and motion devices. 

This method requires people to be equipped with small embedded sensors. The sensors 

are able to detect the posture and movement of the wearer’s body.  

 

The advantage of this approach is fast setup, low cost and installation effort and fewer 

privacy concerns. However, it can be somewhat uncomfortable and minimally invasive 

for the user. It is a challenge to healthcare professionals to have these devices used for 

monitoring Alzheimer's Disease individuals.  

 

This thesis focuses on the wearable approach.  In addition, instead of posture and motion 

devices, a third approach is presented for fall detection/prediction using physiological 

signal detection. 
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3.2 The reason to use wearable device approach 

 

Different approaches to fall detection are compared here and justification is provided as 

to the choice of using wearable devices. 

 

CHH Construction System Pte Ltd has presented a fall detection device in [11]. The 

principle of this detector is that the mercury in the detector tells whether the wearer is in a 

lying posture, and it assumes that the wearer's posture and the detector's posture are the 

same all the time. If a lying position is detected, the detector transmits a fall signal to a 

receiver using Bluetooth. In this device, the data acquisition, data processing and feature 

extraction, and fall detection in the general framework are used to check whether mercury 

reaches a certain point on the upper part of the device. 

 

Almeida et al. [12] developed a detector installed on a walking stick to dynamically 

detect fall and measure pace; the device uses a gyroscope chip to measure angular 

velocity of the stick. When the device detects a large velocity with the stick it infers that 

the stick is lying down and that the holder of the stick has fallen. The principle is that the 

device detects the posture of the stick and uses this posture to infer the posture of the 

holder. 

 

Aung Aung, and Phyo Wai [13] installed pressure sensors in beds to monitor patient's 

sleep status in a continuous, unobtrusive manner. The principle with this device is to 

observe sleeping patterns to infer subjects' movements on the bed. 
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Alwan [14] used vibration sensors on the floor. These sensors tell where the occupant is 

at any moment. The processor identifies fall through analyzing this location data. 

 

Our team in another study has used Shimmer wireless device [18], which is able to 

measure the linear acceleration and angular velocity to detect fall. Once the system 

detects the magnitude value higher than the threshold, a fall is detected. 

 

The principle of fall detection from previous systems or devices is to detect a fall by 

different patterns of motion data retrieved from other activities. The first two are 

wearable device approaches. They have their advantages, such as easy setup and 

operation, and they are usually cheap. The disadvantage is that a worn device maintains a 

fixed relative relation with the wearer, and this condition is easily disrupted. For example, 

the worn device lose correct bonding position with the wearer. The third and fourth are 

ambience devices. Their advantage is that the patient need not wear anything. The 

technique is totally non-invasive. The drawback is that people cannot discern if pressure 

is from the subject's weight. For example, the pressure sensor might be triggered if a 

subject is lifting a heavy stuff. Therefore, they are not accurate and there is a high rate of 

false alarms.  

 

Hence, wearable wireless biosensors are adopted for this study. They are minimally 

invasive but provides accurate EEG data over a long period such as 8 hours of data over 

sleep period. 
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3.3 Fall detection framework 

Though there are different ways to detect falls among the elderly, existing fall detection 

devices and systems share a general framework [23], shown in Figure 3.1. The overall 

detection process always involves the following steps: data acquisition, data processing 

and analysis, result determination (Yes/No) and fall alert dispatch.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Fall Detection Framework  

 

The difference in the use of devices and systems causes the complexity of analyzing from 

multiple components. For instance, data acquisition can vary from a single simple sensor 

used to sense one incident to multiple and different sensors and different cameras that 

work together to collect signals and video data for one incident. Fall detection complexity 

can also vary from comparing one sense indicator with a threshold to a complicated 

image-processing algorithm that includes background subtraction, shape detection and 

shape change analysis. 

 

The specific goals of this study are described in the next section. 
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3.4 Specific goals of this study 

 

The purpose of this study is to detect falls during sleep. The study involves sleep 

monitoring and identifying anomalous EEG prone to fall from the subject's EEG signals. 

 

The main research problem this thesis is seeking to answer is: how can falls be detected 

in real-time, during sleep, from the analysis of sleep-EEG signals? Hence, the focus of 

the thesis is a solution to the following question: during the different sleep stages, how 

can the system ensure that all anomalous EEG signals are accurately captured and 

analyzed in real time to provide accurate prediction of falls resulting from the algorithm? 

 

3.4.1 Sub Tasks of the Research Problem 

The general research problem is further divided into specific sub-problems (SP): 

1. SP1: Efficient capture of EEG signals and analysis in real time. 

2. SP2: Efficient classification of EEG signals for SVM. 

3. SP3: On the classification process, what kind of threshold value (frequency or 

amplitude) can represent accurately an anomalous event leading to a fall.  

As a short summary, this thesis focuses on the EEG signal capture, processing and 

analysis in real time. The result of the analysis should monitor whether the EEG of the 

incoming signal demonstrates an abnormal pattern and potential value that would lead to 

a fall, and if so, dispatch an alarm to the caregiver. 

 

How these goals are achieved are discussed in the next chapter 
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Chapter 4  

Sleep-EEG Signal Analysis 

 

The goal is to develop an innovative monitoring system to detect falls during sleep. This 

will include research aspects from signal decomposition, signal classification, and Brain 

Computer Interface (BCI). 

 

4.1 Sleep study 

 

Human body requires sleep to maintain proper function and health. There are two main 

types of sleep: REM sleep and non-rapid-eye-movement (NREM) sleep. REM sleep is 

usually called "active sleep" because its characteristic demonstrates low-amplitude and 

high-frequency waves and alpha rhythm dominates (8-13Hz) [19]. Many studies show 

that these eye movements are somewhat related to dreams. In most cases, people could 

confirm that they had been dreaming when they are awakened from REM sleep. In 

contrast, people report dreaming far less frequently when they are awakened from NREM 

sleep.  

 

NREM sleep can be divided into three stages: N1, N2, and N3. From N1 to N3, brain 

waves become slower and the eyes remain still. During N1, the transition from 

wakefulness to N1 occurs for a couple minutes when a person first begins to nod off; the 

alpha rhythm is changed to a slower theta rhythm (4-8Hz). The second stage, N2 is 
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signaled by sleep spindles and K complexes, on a background of theta waves. N2 

generally lasts 10 to 25 minutes. This period is called as "light sleep" and it occupies 

about half of the sleep period. As N2 stage sleep continues, there is a gradual appearances 

of high-amplitude slow-wave-sleep(SWS) of N3 stage. SWS generally lasts 20 to 40 

minutes and is referred to as "deep sleep" and has delta waves(0.25-4Hz).  As NREM 

sleep progresses, an individual becomes increasingly difficult to be awaken from sleep. 

Sleepwalking and bed-wetting typically happen at the end of this stage. Following the N3 

stage of sleep, a series of body movements usually demonstrate a transition from deep to 

lighter NREM sleep stages. Typically, a 5 to 10 minutes period of N2 stage sleep 

precedes the initial REM sleep episode. The Figure 4.1 [18] shows the 8 hours sleep 

cycle data recorded by Stellate software (provided by Natus Medical, Inc., Canada) 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Eight-hours sleep data recorded with Stellate Software 
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Figure 4.2 [18] shows four snapshots of the sampled brain waves. The EEG values of 

theta, delta and other brainwaves are extracted using Stellate FFT algorithms from the 

sleep data. Analysis is conducted with the data sets derived from a FFT algorithm. You 

can see the prominence of the above brain waves at different times of the sleep stages by 

their corresponding frequency and signal values. Fig a shows some high and low 

frequency components while fig d shows only the presence of low frequency components. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Four snapshots of the brainwave values 

 

REM sleep accounts for about 20% to 25% of total sleep in normal young adults. REM 

sleep is usually referred to as paradoxical sleep because the sleeper exhibits brain waves 

similar to a waking state and is harder to arouse than at any other sleep stages.  
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NREM sleep and REM sleep continue to switch between each other through the night. 

Usually, NREM sleep occurs in the first part of the night. REM sleep period starts first by 

only 1 to 5 minutes, gradually becomes longer through the night. During a typical sleep, 

N3 Stage takes place less time in the second cycle than the first and may disappear 

completely from the later cycles.  

 

4.2 EEG Data Collection 

 

This section describes EEG data collected from a number of test scenarios for different 

age/disease groups of people. We have recorded EEG data from 3 groups of people of 

different ages and cognitive capabilities: healthy individuals, normal elderly, and elderly 

with Alzheimer’s Disease. EEG data from the first group was collected in the fall study 

lab at UNB Saint John campus. The data from the second and the third group was 

collected from Kingsway Care Centre, Quispamsis. This center is a long term nursing 

care center for the elderly. 

 

4.2.1 Healthy Individuals 

 

The age of this group ranges from 18 to 40. We collected EEG data from 13 people 

within this group.  These people were randomly selected from a sleep test advertisement 

posted at UNB Saint John campus. The objective is to retrieve their EEG data during 

their sleep and establish baseline values. The time of sleep usually takes about 3 to 7 

hours depending on the subjects. The size of these EEG samples range from 20MB to 
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300MB. These are compared to the data from the elderly people subdivided into two 

groups to determine thresholds for fall. Below are some EEG samples from Group1. 

 

Tester 1 : (Start: 01:32:10    End : 07:31:54)      Male, Age: 19 

 
Tester 2 : (Start: 00:01:51    End : 07:24:48)      Male, Age: 22 

 
Tester 3 : (Start: 23:46:20    End : 00:01:40)                         Male, Age: 18 

 
Tester 4 : (Start: 00:07:35    End : 02:41:28)                        Female, Age: 33 

 
Tester 5 : (Start: 01:19:29    End : 05:07:40)                 Male, Age: 21 

 
Tester 6 : (Start: 23:59:26    End : 04:08:07)      Male, Age: 21 

 
Tester 7 : (Start: 03:43:33    End : 08:06:19)      Male, Age: 19 

 
Tester 8 : (Start: 02:03:28    End : 06:40:36)      Male, Age: 22 

 
Tester 9 : (Start: 23:28:19    End : 06:37:51)                 Male, Age: 23 

 
Tester 10 : (Start: 00:29:11    End : 06:44:49)                Male, Age: 22 
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Tester 11 : (Start: 00:08:03    End : 03:58:18)             Female, Age 52 

 
Tester 12 : (Start: 21:47:05    End : 00:27:33)     Male, Age: 27 

 
 

Figure 4.3 EDF Plot of EEG Signals from 12 subjects 
 
 

The last tester (Tester 13) made more contributions to the sleep test.  He did 4 

involuntary falls (pushed fall), and 21 voluntary falls during his sleep. The EEG data 

analysis from 6.3.4 will be based on his 21 voluntary fall EEG signals.  

 

4.2.2 Normal Elderly 
 
 
The age of this group ranges from 75 to 85, and they are normal (without Alzheimer’s 

disease) elderly people. We have collected sleep EEG data from 4 people within this 

group.  

 

Tester 1 : (Start: 06:19:49    End : 12:19:51)              Female, Age 83 

 
Tester 2 : (Start: 06:23:12    End : 08:12:06)                         Female, Age 80 

 
 
Tester 3 : (Start: 00:35:10    End : 01:37:07)              Female, Age 81 
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Tester 4 : (Start: 20:15:41    End : 23:03:58)              Female, Age 79 

 
 

Figure 4.4 EDF Plot of EEG Signals from 4 subjects 
 

 
4.2.3 Alzheimer’s Disease Elderly 

 

The age of this group ranges from 75 to 88, and they are elderly people who have 

Alzheimer's Disease. We have collected sleep EEG data from 4 people within this group.   

 

Tester 1 : (Start: 23:10:44    End : 03:03:22)              Female, Age 81 

 
 
Tester 2 : (Start: 22:12:58    End : 23:20:44)              Female, Age 88 

 
 
Tester 3 : (Start: 00:15:11    End : 01:43:58)              Female, Age 77 

 
 

Tester 4 : (Start: 21:34:15    End : 04:37:58)              Female, Age 84 

 
 

Figure 4.5 EDF Plot of EEG Signals from 4 subjects 
 

 
 
As mentioned in chapter 2, REM sleep usually brings important information regarding 

falls. During the sleep monitoring, we not only recorded the subject's entire EEG data, 
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but also noted the REM period and any symptoms along with the period such as body 

moment, breathing rhythm, and occurrence of sleep spindles and K-Complex. The REM 

period was observed by watching the brainwave and eye movements together. Once the 

brainwave returned to higher frequency patterns (saw-tooth waves), we watched the 

eyelids to check if eye movements occurred as well. If so, the subject had entered REM 

sleep; we then recorded all the necessary information. We also recoded the same 

information during NREM sleep to make comparisons between these two type of sleep. 

The following tables show observations of the information we recorded from different 

subject groups regarding both REM sleep and NREM sleep. 

1. observation of REM sleep from the first 12 subjects 

 

Table 4.1 REM sleep from the first 12 subjects 

2. observation of NREM sleep from the first 12 subjects 

 

Table 4.2 NREM sleep from the first 12 subjects 
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3. observation of REM sleep from 4 normal elderly subjects 

 

Table 4.3 REM sleep from 4 normal elderly subjects 

 

4. observation of NREM sleep from 4 normal elderly subjects  

 

Table 4.4 NREM sleep from 4 normal elderly subjects 

 

5. observation of REM sleep from 4 Alzheimer’s Disease Elderly subjects  

 

Table 4.5 REM sleep from 4 Alzheimer’s Disease Elderly subjects 

 

6. observation of NREM sleep from 4 Alzheimer’s Disease Elderly subjects 

 

Table 4.6 NREM sleep from 4 Alzheimer’s Disease Elderly subjects 
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4.3 EEG signal decomposition 

 

To decompose signals, two programs are used. The first program 

(zeroSignalRemoval.java) Figure 4.6 removes the noisy signals. The second programs 

(processFinalEEGFile.java) Figure 4.7 calculates the differences of EEG potential data.  

 

 

Figure 4.6 A snapshot of the pseudo code of zeroSignalRemoval.java 

 

Figure 4.7 A snapshot of the pseudo code of processFinalEEGFile.java 
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4.4 EEG signal classification 

 

Signal classification is an important step in the process. It separates suspicious signals 

from normal signals. A SVM is used to classify the input value from signal 

decomposition. Figure 4.8 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm of the SVM. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 A snapshot of the pseudo code of EEG_SVM.m 

 

 

4.5 Brain Computer Interface (BCI) 

 

Recently, many studies have been used on alternative ways to communicate between a 

human and a computer. The BCI system is one of many such. It is a direct 

communication method between the brain and an external device, and it represents a 

bridge between humans and tools used to collect EEG signals. The following Figure 4.9 

shows the basic idea of a BCI system 
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Figure 4.9 Brain Computer Interface 

 

Better classification of EEG signals is always being pursued because they are very noisy 

and different types of artifacts that occur during EEG recording by BCI. The Enobio® 

System is used to represent some parts of this bridge. The Enobio® System contains two 

parts: a wearable hat with biosensors embedded, which represents the role of signal 

acquisition; an application software running from a server represents  the role of 

preprocessing.  
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Chapter 5 

Fall Data Analysis and Testing 

 

This chapter describes the software implementation of the fall monitoring system and the 

test results from three groups of subjects: healthy individuals, normal elderly, and elderly 

with the Alzheimer’s Disease. 

 

5.1 Implementation  

 

The software implementation is divided into the following steps. 

1. EEG recording from Enobio® device. 

2. Recorded EEG data sent out to a server for analysis 

3. EEG data analyzed by the Matlab application running on the server. 

Because we have detailed the first step in the previous chapter, I will focus on the second 

and the third steps here. The second step uses the TCP/IP connection to send the real time 

EEG data through the local machine, which has Enobio® software installed, to another 

machine, which should have at least two software applications installed: EEG data 

receiver software and a real-time EEG data analysis software. The Matlab performs these 

two tasks in our project because of its powerful capability in real-time computing and its 

rich useful toolbox, which includes EEGLAB and an instrument control toolbox. Figure 

5.1 shows the interaction between the software of the Enobio® device and the remote 

receiver application in Matlab. Figure 5.1 shows that a machine, which has the Enobio® 

device installed and has the IP address of 192.168.2.14, is reading/receiving EEG signals 
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from a person’s brain and is also acting as a server to send out these received data for 

further processing; in the meanwhile, the server has identified that a client is requesting 

those EEG data at the IP address of 192.168.2.12 and at port 1234. Once a client with its 

information (IP address) appears in the GUI of the application, the TCP/IP connection is 

established. The green bar indicates proper EEG signal received from the channel 2 and 3. 

The yellow bar indicates calibration occurred from the channel 1. The red bar indicates 

no signal received from the channel 4. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Enobio Server 

 

Figure 5.2 shows that after a connection is established, the Enobio® data receiver 

software plots real-time EEG data in the Matlab environment and saves the data to an 

array for future processing. This software requires the Matlab Instrument Control 

Toolbox. We use this toolbox to receive real-time EEG signals from the Enobio® system.  
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Figure 5.2 Real-Time Enobio data in the Matlab environment 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the GUI of the Instrument Control Toolbox. In the navigation bar on the 

left, one can see the TCP/IP interface object. This automatically shows up once the 

TCP/IP connection is established. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3 Matlab Instrument Control Toolbox 
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The EEG data received from Enobio® System is stored in text format which has 6 

columns. The first 4 columns are the data measured in micro-volts that have been 

received from the sensor for each of the channels. The fifth column is a flag that signifies 

the validity of the sample; it indicates whether the data is usable or not. A flag of 0 means 

the value is correct, and 2 indicate problems related to packet loss, which is insignificant 

in most cases, but normal in a wireless system. The sixth column is a time-stamp of when 

the sample was written to the file. The time-stamp is given in milliseconds from January1, 

1970 UTC. Figure 5.4 shows the text format generated by Enobio® System. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Text format from Enobio® System 
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The initial procedure involves running a search algorithm to locate all those entries which 

have 2 in the fifth column in the matrix and delete all such incorrect data, thereby 

cleaning the raw received-data suitable for analysis. 

 

Next, the micro-volt data is processed by calculating the differences of data. Because the 

micro-volt data from each channel are generated by the Enobio® System every 4 

milliseconds, the system calculates a mean value from every 125 (data from half a second; 

the time boundary may be changed if necessary) micro-volt data. Then the system 

generates the differences between every mean value. Therefore, the changes of the EEG 

data (micro-volt) between every half a second can be observed. The Figure 5.5 shows the 

portion of the Java program (processFinalEEGFile()/readAndWriteEEGRawFile.java) 

which are used to do the process of this step. The program can read the whole raw EEG 

file for the entire recording or can pick up any particular time frame from the entire sleep 

data recording. 
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Figure 5.5. Java Program to do the pre-process before the SVM 

 

In the third step, the SVM is used to train and classify the input values, which are those 

micro-volt differences generated from the last step; it requires three groups of parameters 
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as input. The first and the second group are values input from the preceding steps. These 

values are from EEG raw data at channel1 and channel2 (the SVM model in Matlab only 

consume two groups of data). The third group is either 0 or 1 which is generated based on 

the value of differences. The third group is used to inform the SVM which value(s) 

belongs to 0 or 1; this group is only used for training SVM (Figure. 5.6). After necessary 

training is completed, the SVM will be able to detect any incoming values from the first 

two groups, and the third group will not be used anymore.  

 
 

Figure. 5.6 SVM Training 
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How to determine whether the value from the third group is 0 or 1 is very important. 

Based on our previous sleep monitoring sessions, any body movement (turning, moving 

hands etc.) during sleep causes a rise in certain brain potential which can reach up to a 

1000 uV difference between every half second during that motion. In addition, a fall 

during sleep can make this difference potential appear in every channel. We then define if 

both channels (Channel1 and Channel 2) have received difference potential higher than 

1000uV; then we give 1 to this pair of value difference potential, and 0 to any other cases. 

Once the parameters are received by the SVM, it will be trained to recognize which 

pair/pairs of the difference potential can be treated as fall(1) or not fall(0). The Figure 5.7 

shows a screenshot from implementation of SVM in Matlab. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7 SVM implementation in Matlab 
 
 
 
Finally, the system sends the result as an alert to a nurse or care-giver if a fall occurs.  
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The part of the third step will not be accurate until SVM is trained by reading more 

realistic data and learns the realistic threshold value. As more realistic data are applied to 

the server, the server will provide more accurate threshold value pattern. 

 

5.2 Sleep-EEG Data Analysis 

 

This section gives detailed information regarding EEG data analysis. The analysis is 

based on one of our testers (subject 13). The difficulty in analyzing the fall incidents is 

due to the EEG data collection procedure.  The team working at Kingsway Care Centre 

has not been able to collect any real fall data, because only one fall incident  occurred 

over the entire data collection process for a month, and the Enobio® biosensor device 

was not on the corresponding patient when the fall happened. The data was collected 

from subject 13 in Table 5.1 over 25 falls, 4 voluntary and 21 involuntary (pushed). The 

following  Figure 5.8 shows the EDF plot of the 4 pushed falls. The EDF figure is 

generated by an application call Polyman. The pushed falls during the sleep test occurred 

at the end of the timeline. Some fluctuation in the EEG potential  occurred in the middle 

of the timeline; they are calibrations from the device. 

 

The standard procedure of the experiment for tester 13 involved the subject lying on a 

very small portion of a bed. This increased the fall probability of the subject during  sleep; 

any unconscious movements could cause imbalance which could lead to a subsequent fall. 

Once the subject has fallen asleep, he either falls himself (voluntary) or is given a small 

push which leads to a fall. Despite the fluctuations in the middle of the brainwave, we can 
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clearly see the large potential showing at the end of the test procedure. The screenshot d 

from the figure 5.8 shows a more gentle potential compared to the other ones because the 

subject was pushed slowly; therefore, a slow change in the subject's EEG potential 

occurred. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 EDF Plot of Pushed Fall during Sleep. 
 
 

 
The following Figure 5.9 shows the SVM result of these 4 samples. From the figure, we 

can find that the green points are separated from the red points by hyperplane. The green 

points represent the EEG data which was generated during fall incidents. Those points 

which are surrounded by circles are support vectors. Clearly, each of these four samples 

has fall incidents, and the SVM is able to catch/detect that. However, these four samples 

from pushed falls will not be used for the fall analysis because the number of samples 

(only four samples) is not enough to form a proper training data for SVM.  
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Figure 5.9 SVM Plot of Pushed Fall during Sleep 
 

The following Figure 5.10 shows the EEG data for the voluntary falls. We use this group 

of EEG data to train the SVM and analyze the fall incidents. There are a total of 21 EEG 

data samples from voluntary falls. The first 14 samples are used as training sample data 

in the SVM system (showing in Figure 5.10). For the most part, at the end of each sample 

in Figure 5.10, a large potential (a fall voluntary fall) can be observed. From the sample 

B, a fall happened on the middle of the fall test,  the remaining part of the sample shows 

the EEG data of the subject who was trying to sit up. From the sample C, there is a small 

potential appearing nearly in the middle of the test, this potential caused by a slight neck 
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movement. The similar neck movement also happened in sample D. The next three 

samples (E,F, and G) somewhat differ from the other samples. This is because the subject 

turned his body a couple of times during sleep test. The next paragraph explains the 

purpose of this movement in the samples. The rest of 7 voluntary fall tests are normal 

except sample J and K. During these two tests, there were slight body movement such as 

turning arms and legs. It also triggered a slight higher potentials. 

 

The EEG data from the remaining 7 samples are used for testing purposes. During the 

training process, the first 14 EEG data sets are inputted into the SVM one by one to form 

a training database. The final data set, which contains 14 samples in the SVM, should be 

adequate to represent the EEG character of fall incidents of this particular person. To test 

our system, each of those 7 test samples are inserted into the SVM system to see if the 

system can recognize the fall incidence occurring in each of these test samples. 
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Figure 5.10 14 EDF Plot of Voluntary Fall during Sleep 
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The Figure 5.11 shows the SVM plot result for each of these 14 EEG data sets. The three 

samples(E,F, and G) differ from the other samples. This is because the subject turned his 

body a couple of times during sleep; we would like to see how the EEG data of these 

simple body movements differ from the EEG data of fall incidents. From the figures of 

these three samples, many points are recognized as green points, which are considered as 

fall incidents; however, these green points are not separated from red points clearly and 

with a large margin between the two support vectors and the  hyperplane; therefore, these 

samples cannot be considered proper samples for fall incidents analysis.  The remaining 

11 SVM plots show very clear separation of two groups of points (red and green) 

between the hyperplane.  
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Figure 5.11 SVM Plot of Voluntary Fall during Sleep 

 

The following Table 5.1 shows the detailed information regarding all 25 sleep tests from 

the subject 13. The table contains data of EEG potentials revealed by the SVM system. 

These EEG potentials match those green point generated by SVM. From the data, we can 

find that except for samples 9, 10, and 11, only one sleep sample (18th) shows 6 

potentials. All the rest of the 24 test samples contain potentials between 1 and 4. This 

result tells us that the fall incidents only affect the subject's EEG signal a few times 

within a very limited time frame. 

 

Table 5.1 25 sleep tests from the subject 13 
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The following figure shows the plot from the SVM which was trained by the previous 11 

data samples. The classification test of the 7 test samples is based on this trained SVM 

model.  

 

Figure 5.12 SVM with previous 11 data samples 

 
5.3 Discussion 
 

The last step is to classify these 7 test samples to prove the accuracy of the trained SVM 

model. As mentioned above, each of the 7 test samples is input into the SVM model, and 

the SVM model runs a classification process to generate the classified data points based 

on the trained data. The following Figure 5.13 shows the result of SVM plot from sample 

19. All pink crosses and blue stars represent the classified data; in addition, pink crosses 

represent non-fall incidents and blue stars represent fall incidents. 
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Figure 5.13 SVM result of Sample 19 

 

From the above figure, two fall incidents which have been marked as 1 and pointed out 

from data sample are able to be recognized by the trained SVM model. The following 

figures show the remaining 6 sample test results from the SVM model.  

 

Figure 5.14 SVM result of Sample 20 
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Figure 5.15 SVM result of Sample 21 

 

 

Figure 5.16 SVM result of Sample 22 
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Figure 5.17 SVM result of Sample 23 

 

 

Figure 5.18 SVM result of Sample 24 
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Figure 5.19 SVM result of Sample 25 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

 

In this thesis, a sleep monitoring and fall detection system is developed. Among the 

following three groups of people, the first group of people was tested by the system. The 

second and the third group of people were monitored and recorded for EEG data, and 

some observations from REM and NREM are identified. 

• healthy individuals 

• normal elderly 

• Alzheimer’s Disease elderly 

 

In order to get accurate real-time brain activity data samples, the Enobio® biosensor 

device is used to retrieve EEG signals from the subjects; next, a computer(Java) programs 

is used to filter any improper signals out before we proceed with analysis; then, an 

adequate amount of proper EEG data samples is put into a SVM to form a training data 

pool. Finally, tests are made to see if the SVM model is able to detect the fall signals 

accurately. 

 

We are able to get the sleep EEG data from all the subjects in those three groups. 

However, few fall incidents occur naturally in the sleep among all of the groups during 
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the testing period. We then simulate falls (voluntary and involuntary) with one of our 

subjects in the first (healthy) group to validate our model. 

 

From the proposed SVM model, we are able to detect each and every fall incident.  

 

6.2 Observations 

 

The following are the observations made from the research conducted along with the  

important contributions made by the thesis:  

 

• Our sample test results demonstrate that the SVM model is always able to identify 

every fall incident occurring in the sleep EEG data from one of our test subjects 

after proper training.  

 

• The SVM model sometimes recognizes EEG signals related to pronounced body 

movement as fall incidents (false positives) as well. Therefore, a) the classifier in 

the SVM through MATLAB has the potential to improve, b) a nonlinear SVM 

classifier might work better than linear SVM for analyzing EEG signals , c) the 

classifier might need more EEG data training before it can make more accurate 

result. 
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• The REM sleep is not relevant to falls during most sleep scenarios because there 

are almost no body movements during REM sleep through out all the study 

groups. It turned to be an interesting observation that can be further studied. 

 

• The NREM sleep might cause falls during sleep because there are always some 

small tiny body movements during sleep through out all the groups. 

 

6.3 Future work 

 

There is quite a bit of work that can be done to optimize the test results. The EEG signals 

data collected from our device are presented in micro-volts. However, we can also use 

frequency signals to describe the brainwave. Fourier transform is a well-known 

mathematical transform used to transform signals between time domain and frequency 

domain. Sleep has different sleep cycles, and each cycle has different frequencies. If we 

can tell the frequency along with the corresponding EEG potential (micro-volts data), we 

are able to find more information; thus, we are able to filter out more redundant data 

which are not relevant to fall and also we are able to identify the frequency when a fall 

happens. More observations would aid in finding out whether we involve frequency in 

the research. 

 

There are about four or five periods of REM sleep. They are quite short at the beginning 

of the sleep and longer at the end. We do not have much experience in identifying REM 

sleep just by watching the eyelids and brainwaves, so in our sleep test, once we found one 
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REM sleep for any subject, we wrote down the results; however, it is hard to find every 

REM sleep through the night. If we could compare some findings between different 

periods of REM sleep, we would be able to use the information to more precisely identify 

falls. 

 

Predicting the fall as soon as possible is crucial to this study. SVM model developed is 

able to detect the fall in real-time but did not support prediction. More data-integration 

from other monitoring sensors are required to predict falls. Further study is required. 
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